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FoUR local young people have been interviewed by the club and chosen from
nine applicants to be this year’s cadets. all flying training to first solo will be
paid for by the sponsors of the scholarships.

Alison Mulder receives the the California in
England trophy from David Roberts at the BGA
Conference in February. In their absence, she
also collected the trophies won by Graham Morris (BGa diploma for services to gliding) and
Greg O’Hagan (Rex Pilcher trophy for the earliest Diamond distance). Alison’s trophy win was
for the longest handicapped distance by a female
pilot (576km): Long Mynd-northampton southalton-sherborne. another conference photo:
page 6
Photo: Paul Morrison

Fred’s in
hot seat
Our new chairman,
Fred Hill, left
See AGM report on
page 3

Get in quickly for
some top coaching
PLACES are filling up fast so get your bid in
for one of the coaching weeks headed up by
experts:
From May 5- 11 the week will be run by G
Dale, DCFI at Lasham.
From May 31 to June 8, Chris Rollings,
former UK National coach, will be in charge.
And from August 30 to September 7 twotimes world champion Andy Davis will be
helping pilots to improve.

They had
each made a
presentation
to Fred Ballard, Director,
CFI Chris Edwards
and
benefactor
Doug Jones
before being
interviewed.
The
last
one,
Matt
Simmons, 14, from Henleaze,
Bristol, was seen on March 8 and
was successful.
He and the other cadets were
invited to the club the following
week for an introduction and to
receive their logbooks and
progress cards – and for their parents to sign the necessary forms.
The cadets and their parents
were also shown around the club
and it was hoped to fly them.
The interview process started
on February 22 and the nine
hopefuls came forward after publicity in the local press.
Cadets offer: page 4

Join in the fun!
want to know more about
Competition Enterprise? Visit
www.comp-enterprise.co.uk or
join in at nympsfield from June
28 to July 5! More info: page 7

Congrats to Don
Balloon
maker
Don
Cameron, whose business began
with discussions at nympsfield,
was appointed MBE in the
Queen’s new Year Honours list.
sEE how it all began: page 5

Matt Simmons with Fred, Doug and
Chris after his sueccessful interview

Greg O’Hagan, who has been appointed
deputy CFI to replace Russ Francis,
with a view to taking over from Chris
Edwards later this year, probably in the
autumn. Chris has been CFI for almost
six years. We have a new instructor,
Colin Field. He joined in February after
moving to Bristol. He was previously a
member at the Park. Colin’s claim to
fame is to have completed the Bath Run
in a Skylark

DON’T even think of
driving across the airfield
in its current wet state!

YoU may well ask, but only
if you’re a newish member
because I bang on about it in
every edition of Severn Skies.
This is a syndicate that everyone can join – no experience
necessary, all categories of
members welcome and no annual charges! The only requirement is to enjoy our
natural surroundings in every
season and (nearly) all types
of weather. and, hopefully, to
contribute to the informal
records we keep.
We started the TFS more
than 10 years ago and the following is an updated version
of the very first spring article
I wrote. Some things don’t
change but there are some
gains and losses. For instance,
hearing a cuckoo, while not a
common sound, was usual
each year. But nobody ever
saw a red kite!
Whether seen from ground
level or from above, no one can a lesser periwinkle
deny that we are extremely
privileged not only to be able to fly from but actually to own our
airfield and should be for ever grateful to those who found it,
worked on it and secured it for us over 50 years ago.
I rarely see nympsfield from the air these days but thoroughly
recommend the benefits of seeing it and its close environs from the
ground and am frequently to be seen stomping around the boundaries with my binoculars at the ready. Through these columns I
should like to share what can be seen in the different seasons,
hopefully with lots of feedback from those with sharper eyes, more
knowledge or the luck of being in the right place at the right time
to get a fleeting glimpse of something.
The airfield is part of the Cotswold limestone escarpment and an
important part of it for the very reason that the gliding club, having
occupied it for so long, has saved it from some of the more damaging intensive agricultural practices. While it is most important for
us that the main area of the field allows safe and efficient take-offs
and landings, the edges and ends and caravan site are remarkably
rich sites for all sorts of plants and wildlife. The club has been actively managing these areas, mowing them at specific times to

allow meadow plants to flower
and seed, and thereby attract
many insects and thus birds.
What to look out for in the
coming months:
The time between this issue of
Severn Skies and the next will see
a period of great change and with
new things to look at on a weekly
basis.
Birds – our residents(and
those of neighbouring Woodchester Valley) will be defending
their territories by singing or
fighting and nest building and
these include the large and easy to
see carrion crows, kestrel, buzzard and magpies, the pied wagtails that are always around the
clubhouse, skylarks spiralling up
and up over the field until they’re
a small dot and singing all the
time and, of course, returning
summer migrants.
Mammals – early and late are
usually the best times to see the
hares, rabbits, foxes, roe deer, ocDaphne Malfiggiani casional muntjac deer and badgers.
Plants – there’s not really a time when there isn’t something in
bloom around the field but the coming months will see a great burgeoning with primroses, cowslips, violets, orchids, and the scent of
both bluebells and wild garlic drifting up from Woodchester valley.
trees – the early catkins, pussy willow and white blackthorn
blossom will give way to leaves bursting out all over the place and
the more subtle flowering of some species of trees.
Insects – what we attract depends of course on what we have to
offer but we should soon be seeing peacock, small tortoiseshell
and brimstone butterflies.
sharing the information
In the clubroom there is a TFS noticeboard with seasonal information and some wildlife magazines and a field guide. There is
also a yellow clipboard with monthly sheets attached so that anyone who spots anything can note it with date, time of day (if relevant) and position. If you see something you can’t identify,
describe it – maybe someone else can come up with the answer.
Don’t be shy about putting your name to any observations – it is
good to know how many different observers there are. although
not very scientific, our records have shown some trends in what is
around – and what may have disappeared.
nancy Barrett

What on earth is the club
Terra Firma Syndicate?

not a lot of people know this
Stanley Wood, on the north side of the club, is a 38-hectare site
thats origins can be traced back to the Domesday Book. Market
tracks can still be seen with wheel ruts worn into the bedrock. The
wood, a mix of semi-mature broadleaved trees, including ash,
beech and sycamore, has the Cotswold way running through it.

Severn Skies
is the magazine of Bristol and Glos Gliding Club,
Nympsfield, Stonehouse, Glos GL10 3T
Tel 01453 860342; fax 01453 860060
Email: office@bggc.co.uk
Sent free in mono to every UK gliding club. The
magazine can also be viewed in colour or downloaded
from the website, www.bggc.co.uk

Welcome to new members
Tomasz Bury
George Jones
Mattia Di Francesco
Jamie Townes
Colin Field
Erdem Babayigit
Chris Waters

Editor: Bernard Smyth
Tel 01454 329751
Email: b.smyth(no spam)@blueyonder.co.uk (delete no
spam)
Printed by Arrow Print Services Ltd 01342 844255
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Solo & Beyond (Dorian’s father)
Adult Solo & Beyond
Student
Student
Junior member (Silver C)
Bristol Uni student
Bristol Uni student

Club coping in rough times, AGM told
CHaIRMan Colin McEwen addressed
the meeting, referring to a “Statistics”
slide.
There was an active university section
of the club, most welcome but replacing
older full fee paying members, resulting in
the financial situation not improving.
statIstICs y/e 30/09/2013
2013
2012 2011 2010
150 full flying
(143) 161 (180)
31 associates
(35)
32
..(43)
214 days flown
(231) 229
(252)
4,427 launches (4,126) 4,794 (5,314)
1,219 aerotows (1,347) 1,448 (1,507 )
3,208 winch
(2,779) 3,346 (3,807)
863 club hrs
(831) 1038 (1,155)
3,889 total hrs
(3,338) 4,556 (4,381)
450 t/ls flown
(524)
581 (584)
There had been three cross-country
training weeks. Dominic Conway said
there was plenty of rain but the numbers
attending held up. Still a desire for other
clubs’ members to come here but our
weakness is failing to attract members of
neighbouring clubs. They are not aware of
what is going on.
Those running the BGa initiative aim
Higher report the same problem. There is
an inertia in BGa clubs, a lack of encouragement of post-solo pilots.
andy Davis: There is an expression
among individuals in the BGa – ‘I wish
I’d heard about that’. More dissemination
of information was needed.
Sid Smith: Many read my weather page.
I’ll put the information on there.
Tim Macfadyen: These are highly respected courses, well spoken of.
Dominic: The club grosses about
£3,000 on each course, mainly due to increased activity. It is very difficult to get
them included in editorial material in
S&G.
Junior nationals 2013
Matt Davis: 35 entered, four days flying. Excellent feedback. It all went well.
Particular thanks to Russ Francis, the
Competition Director.
2014: The chairman reminded the club
that Barry Walker was building his Eurofox. However there were unsolved licensing and insurance issues over tugging.
The winch operation had many launch
failures though Fred Ballard had done
much work fixing it and had written a
paper for later discussion.
The chairman discussed the two-company structure of the club and the committee structure.
He had questioned the appropriateness
of both during his period of office. He con-

Outgoing chairman Colin in full flow at
Picture: Bob Bromwich
the aGM
ceded that the club’s assets had been preserved.
The Hon Treasurer Peter Bray then presented his report and said there had been
serious cash-flow problems during the
year but we made a small excess.
The bar again did exceptionally well
with a 37% increase in sales, and still
maintained a profit margin of 35% . a
“brilliant effort” by andy and Elaine
Townsend was applauded.
There was also many thanks for the
glider maintenance team under Kevin
neave for their efforts despite the awful
winter. only the DG failed to receive their
attention. a bonus had been the addition
of fixtures and fittings into the “new” EKF
trailer.
Thanks also went to Greg o’Hagan,
who, despite his intense flying programme, managed to grind his way
through a Sports Council grant application
and succeeded in obtaining funds for
Flarm and cadet training.
all this and finding time to get his Full
Cat Instructor rating in november.
also thanks were given to Russ Francis
and his team of believers, who managed to
squeeze a profit of £2,295 out of the Juniors, despite poor soaring conditions.
Peter’s decision not to raise subscriptions for 2014 was based on the following
predications:
1 all flying accounts should be in
credit, and excursions into debit should be
cleared aSaP.
2 all rentals are paid when due.
Please note subs can still be paid in two
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instalments, ie half in april with a postated cheque for July 1 for the second 50%.
3 More care to be taken with the field
vehicles to reduce an ever-increasing repair bill. They may look old, but are capable of many years service if looked after.
4 Finally, Peter Bray said he would like
to see a concerted team effort to clear the
trial lesson backlog, as the “pot” still contains £15k cash.
He believed it was morally indefensible
and also bad marketing to let these run
their time out without proper efforts to
service them.
They are our second biggest income
source, and utilise half of our tug flying (in
2013 anyway).
5 Finally we, as part of the BGa, are
fighting a rearguard action along with
other Sport associations against the
HMRC attempts to redefine the original
membership criteria for CaSC in an attempt to limit numbers of acceptable applicants. negotiations with HMRC are
continuing to resolve the issues raised.
as a CaSC we have a concession to receive 80% rebate of our annual rates. This
rebate is currently worth £8,000 to us.
aCCOUnts y/e 30/09/2013
(Previous year figures in brackets)
Sales:
£222,303 (£203,023)
Costs:
£215,534 (£208,438)
Residual:
£6,769
(- £5,415)
Wear and tear: £20,000 (£20,000)
T/l income:
£43,765 (£33,973)
T/l a/t income: £23,577 (£18,616)
Winch wages: £8,472
(£8,231)
last year there was an excess of £6,769.
Trial lesson income was up and a big input
of the plus side. The trial lesson aerotow
income is 53% of all aerotow income. The
winch wages are £8,472, amounting to £3
a launch.
There is £15,142 worth of unflown trial
lessons.
We were having a rough time but we are
coping.
Discussion: andy Davis asked where in
the accounts was the Flarm money. Peter
Bray said it was listed under tangible assets on Page 6 of the accounts as part of
the sum of £12,088, of which the central
heating system upgrade was the other
major part.
The grant money was a bank-to-bank
transfer from the Sports Council. There
was a cadet training amount included of
£975 which was transferred to account
B105. We were awaiting the accountant’s
advice whether the Flarms belonged to
turn to page 4

Cadets offer
hits page 1
THE cadet scholarship scheme has made
the front page of the club website with a
dramatic photo linking to a poster and details of the scheme plus an application
form. It was felt the scheme did not have
enough prominence previously.
The presentation says the club has the
opportunity to offer a limited number of
flying bursaries to young people who can
demonstrate a strong interest in gliding,
aviation and learning to fly.
The club will sponsor a young person
for a flying season (March to September).The prime objectives of the scheme
are to introduce young people to the sport
of gliding and train them to solo standard.
It is hoped that the change to the website will lead to a flood of applicants.

Checking up
on visitors
a DISCUSSIon has been noted on glider
pilot network about checks for visitors and
pilots who “drop in” to other clubs during
a cross-country.
Dave Salmon kicked it off by posing
loads of questions about visitors and saying: “I don't think much checking of documents and experience etc. would be
done.
“Do we actually need to see and sign on
a piece of paper that the medical, aRC,
logbook, are all in order, or is it the pilot's
responsibility to be legal? Can we even
legally require to see them? Will anything
change when we all have licences?
“So, what do clubs do, how much need
clubs do to remain legal and covered, and
how much is just tradition, and how much
is the pilot’s responsibility and no one
else’s?”
CFI Chris Edwards told Severn Skies:
“I'm quite relaxed about visitors. I wouldn't demand a logbook but I would expect
a visitor to be able to provide one if required (if I visited a 'new' club I would
take my logbook). Whether visitors fly is
dependent on their currency and current
nympsfield conditions.
“Visitors flying club gliders, especially
two-seaters, are another matter and will almost certainly need a check flight (type
currency).
“It's a bit too difficult to cover all the
possibilities in an article.”

this is the website “advert” for the scholarship scheme, devised by Christophe
Mutricy. But don’t try clicking on the word “here” in Severn Skies!
aGM – From page 3

new chairman elected

the operating company or PTY company.
The accounts were approved. Doug Jones
proposed a vote of thanks to Peter for his
work as treasurer and this was applauded.
The treasurer’s recommendation for
2014 subscriptions to remain as those for
2013 was then approved by the meeting. a
general discussion and questions followed.
Overdrawn flying accounts
Treasurer: Members had been £500,
£600, £458 overdrawn. a small minority
carried by the rest. nothing in our software says ‘chase this’. Pursuing these
wasted much office time.
Pete Bunniss: The flying account statement sheets can be up to three weeks out
of date. He was told he could get a flying
account statement any time just for asking.
trial lessons
The treasurer would welcome a concerted effort to clear these.
Kevin neave: Very few are arranged for
evening parties.
Carol Smith: It appears the office are
not disseminating them.
Steve Eyles: We should be generous in
extending the deadline for those that are
keen.
He said we should not waste resources chasing them – if they run out they run out. There
was no moral issue/dilemma whatsoever. However, if someone felt they have been unfortunate
in not being able to fly within the year or had
had a short or disappointing flight we could afford to be generous/accommodating with the
excess/profit from unflown/expired vouchers.
The chairman: We need to have a committed tug pilot, instructor and one other
on the day.
CasC: Gordon Davis: It looks as if we
may have lost the case. Should we involve
the local MP? There were general muttering about BGa website always being out
of date.
Martin Talbot asked if we had considered de-registering for VaT. agreed a matter for discussion on another occasion.
The chairman thanked Fred Ballard for
his work with recruitment of young people
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and Phil lee for being the former secretary and Chris Edwards for being the CFI
Election of officers and committee
The following members had been duly
proposed and seconded:
Chairman: Fred Hill
Vice chairman: no candidate
Secretary: alan Montague
Peter Bray agreed to be Hon Treasurer.
Committee: Jake Brattle, Greg o’Hagan, Tony Gillett, Christophe Mutricy,
Fred Ballard and Steve Eyles.
More discussion and questions followed and Doug Jones said that, thanks
to the generosity of one member, we
would have use of the Eurofox. Would we
retain the Pawnee? Colin McEwen: It
must be established whether the Eurofox
is suitable and legal for tugging. laa machines may not be legal for tugging. Some
enthusiasts assert that all laa machine
tugging costs can lawfully be charged for.
Steve noujiam: Rule 14 of the air navigation order was clear, only recoverable
are: insurance, hangarage and fuel.
Phil lee proposed a vote of thanks to
Colin McEwen for his years as chairman
and this was carried.

steve Eyles led a discussion on Rt in the
bar in December. this was to demonstrate instructor ground lecture ability
required for instructor rating renewal
and steve said “hopefully for all who attended to learn something”.
Picture: Bob Bromwich

A Kronfeld
bequest
bears fruit
WallY Kahn, a lasham Trust member,
announced the settting up of a Kronfeld
Memorial orchard at lasham. He wrote:
Bill Kronfeld, a long-time member of
Imperial College Gliding Club and the son
of the famous gliding pioneer Robert, died
recently and in his will left £1,000 to the
lasham Trust. Rather than just adding this
sum to our available funds I asked the
Committee of Management for permission
to plant a memorial orchard of 20 fruit
trees in memory of both father and son.
apart from the plaque in the clubhouse
this will be the only memorial in the UK
to the great man. The main street in oerlinghausen, the German gliding centre
which Kronfeld identified as a future superb gliding site while on a record breaking flight in the 1930s, is named Robert
Kronfeld Strasse in his honour.
not only will the fruit from the 15 various variety apple, two pear, two plum and
one medlar trees be available for members
to pick and enjoy – hopefully a small donation to the lasham Trust whenever fruit
is taken will ensure a future income stream,
but the orchard will be a constant reminder
of Kronfeld’s major contribution. He was
killed in a military tailless experimental
glider in 1948, having taken off from
lasham. a naming ceremony will be held
early this year when Helen Kronfeld, her
sons and other dignitaries hope to attend.

oohhhh… aahhhh…

some members
braved the cold for
the delayed
fireworks display
before the
Christmas dinner
at Guiseppe’s
while others, right,
watched from the
bar windows

Photos: Bob
Bromwich

New blood sought for Juniors ‘HQ’
MaTT Davis has appealed for new blood
to help keep the Junior Gliding organisation running.
The team wrote: “at UKJG HQ we are
very aware that we need to keep UK Junior Gliding relevant to our audience. Unfortunately Poz is so old now that he has

Balloon company began over drinks
In 1967, Giles Bulmer brought a National Geographic magazine into the
nympsfield bar which described hot air ballooning, recently developed in
the Us. after much discussion a group including Don Cameron, Mark westwood, Bill Malpas and terry adams decided to investigate the possibilities.
after visiting a display of ballooning at Dunstable, which was not really
a convincing demonstration, they started to experiment with paper and
polythene models, much of which they did at nympsfield.
they formed the Hot air Group, and designed a full-size balloon called
the Bristol Belle, and had it made by professional outfits (GQ parachutes
for the canopy and the Blind school for the basket).
after initial flying at weston-on-the-Green with instruction from w/C
turnbull to get Don his balloon licence, several flights were made from
nympsfield from 1967 to pass out the others and get in some practice.
some of these flights gave rise to a certain amount of hilarity. Eventually,
Peter Etheridge, worried about the club's reputation with its neighbours,
called a halt to ballooning at the club.
Don and Mark went into partnership to manufacture and sell balloons
trading as Omega Balloons, but this arrangement soon dissolved and Don
went on to found the now world-famous Cameron Balloons with its reputation for constructing balloons of all imaginable shapes and sizes.
Club history archives
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forgotten what it was like to be a Junior
and Matt, despite thinking he is youthful,
actually is nearly a decade older than some
of our new solo pilots.
“It is time to find some new blood. Do
you want to be involved in the running of
one of the biggest Junior Gliding movements in the world? From posting on the
Facebook page, to shaping the future direction of the Junior nationals or Winter Series,
this is your chance to make a difference.
“In order to make sure we find the right
person, we would like anyone who is interested to tell us something about themselves and why they could be suitable.
“If you are keen then please answer the
following information and email back to
ukjuniorgliding@gmail.com
name, age, your gliding history and
your vision for the future of British Junior
Gliding? also, what can you bring to the
table and is there anything else you want
to add?

For SAle
ninth share in Duo Discus 802
£6,800. Contact Richard Tobin
telephone 07925 240745 or
richardjtobin@gmail.com

The joys
of gliding!
In CaSE you missed this on the club
website, Kevin neave describes a winter
Thursday evening.
Plan a was to get to nympsfield in the
limited time before dark, hitch up the DG
trailer to a land Rover and move the wing
into the side of the tug hangar for Roger T
and/or Jon F to inspect damage to top surface and port winglet on Friday. Unfortunately the golf buggy was reluctant to start
(too cold!) so had to be pushed out of the
way.
The Discovery also wouldn’t start
(starter solenoid).
Plan
B:
two-wheel-drive
car
(Xantia) would start but struggled to move
its own weight let alone the trailer on the
mud.
So we had to start the winch truck move
that out of the MT shed. Push the Discocovery back a few feet by hand to make
room to get the second land Rover out
under its own power (Plan C).
We could then get the trailer (and DG
wings) to the hangar and ready for Roger
/Jon.
It was now very dark and seriously
sleeting so returning DG trailer to its slot
was not really much fun.
Xtophe, Ian P, Chandra and I eventually
thawed out after huddling round the heater
in the tug workshop.
all the above meant we didn’t have
time to change the cable for the CG hook
on K-21 or to check on the health of the
horizons in the DG…
Food was provided by Chandra and
consumed in short order by a warming,
drying evening party.

Carol smith and Kevin neave celebrating their so-called 100th birthday. they both
turned 50 within three weeks of each other around Christmas and invited club
members to help them mark the occasion in the bar and at Giuseppe’s Gourmet

How to get your cloud
flying endorsement
GRaHaM Morris gave a talk at the club
in February on getting a BGa Cloud Flying Endorsement.
He explained the reason for the endorsement, how it it leads into EaSa licensing
and why you should probably get one.
The qualification requirements for the
endorsement are detailed in BGa laws
and Rules Part 2. The BGa have run the
first phase of formal CFE briefings in each
of the BGa regions, and have extended the
examining privileges of a number of BGa
FEs to include testing for the CFE. The
broader roll-out of the BGE CFE can now
take place, and, in order for that to happen:
Individual pilots looking to obtain a
BGa CFE will have to attend a formal
briefing/seminar, and, depending on

Fred Ballard and alan Montague wait for the bar to open at the 2013
BGa conference
Picture: Paul Morrison
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whether or not they hold/or have recently
held a formal instrument flight rating, may
also need to undertake an assessment of
competence with a suitably qualified FE.
In the first instance, they should contact
their CFI, who will be able to advise them
on the availability of local BGa CFE
briefings, and put them in contact with an
appropriate examiner.
CFIs should liaise with their SREs on
all matters related to the running/availability of CFE seminars and the identification/appointment of BGa FEs.
BGa FEs who would like to have their
examining privileges extended to cover
the CFE should contact their Senior Regional Examiner.

New help for Juniors

To help youngsters to break into the Junior gliding group of people, a group of regional mentors has been set up.
Mentors offer an initial link between
them and the rest of UK Junior Gliding.
The West’s mentor is “our” Matt Davis.
He can help Juniors to get involved with
other pilots, events like the Junior nationals/Winter Series and can also answer any
questions about gliding. all mentors have
a fair bit of experience and will help push
young people to develop and become the
next generation of glider pilot.
Feel free to contact Matt. There’s also
an interactive map for direct contact links
to
the
mentors/gliding
clubs:
https://mapsengine.google.com/map/view
er?mid=z5Bc8T4o5qIo.k7llKl6l6cvc

Great chance for Juniors to fly enterprise
CallInG all Juniors! The John Fielden
Junior Scholarship award will help two
Junior entrants to fly in Competition Enterprise at nympsfield – at minimal cost.
For many people John Fielden was Enterprise. From its inception in 1974 he successfully directed virtually every
Enterprise until his death in 2002.
It was always his desire to encourage
younger pilots to follow his philosophy
and indeed several Junior Squad pilots, led
by andy Perkins, joined in at north Hill in
2002. John’s legacy will help the two Junior entrants to fly at minimal cost.
To qualify you must be under 26 at the
beginning of the competition and applications must be submitted by March 31. applicants will be informed of the decision
within a week of that date. To apply email
Jon Hart jhart.jon@gmail.com, alternatively, if you know of a budding pilot in
this category, please get them to make
contact.
Justin wills‚ Enterprise Club President/Chairman: Interested in Competition
Enterprise, want to know more about it?
Visit www.comp-enterprise.co.uk or join
in at nympsfield from June 28 to July 5.
Dominic Conway writes:
nympsfield can take you to places that
perhaps you could only dream of, leads
you to new levels of confidence through
knowledge delivered by world-class experts and skills honed by practice.
Build your own learning experience,
explore what you know, use these techniques to further your skills and improve
your performance.
at Enterprise, the club aims to maximise the day for anyone with any glider
from vintage to “starship”.
There is thermal, wave, ridge convergence to take you exploring into Wales’
ridges, coast and mountains together with
its lakes and castles. Then south to Exmoor, Dartmoor and the hidden valleys of
Devon and Cornwall’s coasts, soaring
those elusive sea breeze fronts might take
you to the prison as a far away TP.
Turn east and follow the higher lands of
Dorset and on to the needles and St
Catherine’s Point back across the Solent
and Spithead to join the South Downs.
Ever eastwards you can reach Glyndebourne and the ultimate cross-Channel adventure. You’ll need your passport and
documents, water wings and maps but that
ever-stronger thermal can take you clear
into France – or is it ever east to Germany
or south towards the sun?
Perhaps the magic of a circumnaviga-

Dinner plates over Yate on November 30, overhead Morrisons petrol station. The
BBC said it was a 7mph northerly that afternoon and Graham Morris had an hour
off the ridge
tion of the lTa might be your goal or to
Cambridge and the east.
The north has not been forgotten in our
ventures with York, Sheffield, Penrith and
THE Trustees of the Philip Wills MemoMilfield in your sights.
rial Fund are making up to 20 scholarships
Scotland and its borders: no need for a
available in 2014. The scholarships, each
passport yet but aboyne and aberdeen
up to £500 in value, are aimed at helping
might test your resolve. Enterprise knows
post-solo development in pilots up to 30.
no boundaries.
applications, which must be endorsed
We like to explore the skies and fly to
by club CFIs, must be received by March
the frontiers of glider, weather and pilot
15. Full details and application forms were
skills.
posted on the BGa and the Junior Gliding
websites and emails were sent to everyone
registered to receive general BGa updates
when the information and forms were
available.
If you have not registered to receive
these emails, you can register at
http://www.gliding.co.uk/subscriptions

More help for
youngsters

FAI’s new chief
a record holder

rex says thanks

The FAI has appointed Susanne
Schödel as its new Secretary General
from March. The 41-year-old German
recently returned from Namibia, where
she set a 1,107km triangle new women’s
world record in 8hrs 26mins in a Ventus
2cxm. On January 3, she flew her
fastest speed ever on a 500km triangle:
139.3 km/h; a new African record!
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REX Garland, former member and editor
of this magazine, wrote to say thanks for
the “friendly” review of his book in the
last issue of Severn Skies.
He added: “I am amazed to think that it
is coming up to 20 years since you
(Bernard Smyth) took over from me – just
as well. It’s a far better publication today.
I follow it with nostalgia.
“More strength to your elbow, and if
you see any of my old contempories please
offer them my greetings.
“If you need any memories of the sixties I’d be pleased to help – but then
you’ve got Ken Brown! long may he continue.”

NeW lAdder TASKS
oTHER clubs use their ladder “club
tasks” to very good effect to provide fallback declarations for ladder flights, which
is for what they were designed. They are
popular because they score as declared,
whichever way round you do them and
they don’t need to be electronically predeclared.
The nympsfield club favourite 300km
of nym-Bas-nos-nym has proved popular
for this type of claim over the past few
years, but the others need to brought into

Advertise here
l reasonable rates for all advertising of interest to our
members and all glider pilots
l Quarterly publication that
is available in colour online
for the whole gliding world
Mono copies are also sent to
every UK gliding club
Contact Bernard Smyth at
bernie822uk@yahoo.co.uk

the fold, to provide a viable fall-back
should conditions on the electronically declared task look dire, or the day looks
much better than your original declaration.
So the new suite club tasks are
300k open nYM-BaS-aXM-nYM
362km
300k FaI
nYM-noS-BaS-nYM
311km
200k open
nYM-noS-HEC-nYM
282km
200k FaI
nY2-Ban-DID-nY2
200km
100k open nYM-BRo-STW-nYM
106km
100k FaI
nYM-BCl-SUW-nYM
115km
These have been selected following discussions with a number of x/c pundits, trying to avoid too much airspace, and
getting task to match the club task criteria.
Remember to load these into your nav system as they effectively give you 12 options
to log a declared flight, as alternatives to
your original electronic declaration, and
they can also be flown and claimed in addition to your original declaration, so if
you get back early, on a great day, you can
race round one of the club tasks and claim

By Rob Thompson
both – awesome. other clubs’ pundits do
this.
You can find our club tasks pre-loaded
in “My flights” on the ladder page. It has
to be said though that bragging rights will
always go to those pilots completing their
original electronic declarations...unless
they complete a bigger club task!
additionally, there is a great new functionality on the ladder now where everyone can see with the aid of new graphics
whether your flight declaration is valid, or
declaration does not match, or it’s a club
task – no declaration required etc. This
should help everybody stick to the rules in
2014.
To avoid any airspace infringement debates… if your trace shows you going
“through” airspace and it was approved
then explicitly say as much in your comments section please. For example,
“spoke to Redlands and was cleared to
cross” or “Redlands was pre-briefed as not
active and called up but got no reply”, or
if it was not approved don’t claim it.
If you have any questions please let me
know. Hope you have a great ladder year
in 2014. last year was brilliant with enthusiastic competition for the top spots.

Our task.
Your security.
The security you get with the
best value gliding insurance

Established by prominent figures in British gliding and formerly
Joint Aviation, Sydney Charles Aviation Services is the leading,
independent sailplane insurance agency in Europe.
Sydney Charles Aviation Services has an in-depth knowledge of
gliding and gliding insurance, as well as providing the personal
contact that ensures every sailplane client receives the same high
standards of services and competitive prices.

For enquiries, please contact us on:
Tel: + 44 (0) 1420 88 664
fax
+ 44 (0) 1420 542 003
email: office@sydneycharles.co.uk

Sydney Charles Aviation
7 Old Aylesfield Buildings
Froyle Road, Shalden
Alton, Hants GU34 4BY

www.sydneycharles.co.uk

Trading in the style of Sydney Charles UK LLP, authorised and regulated by the FSA
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Joce at the Final Frontier…

Jocelino before flying the SIAI Marchetti SF-260

Sid’s aim is to get most
pilots around his tasks
By sid smith
FoR 2014, my Task Week will be along
the usual lines with tasks set for Pundit
and Intermediate classes (not novice – but
they are still welcome to attend informally).
Scoring will be by the nat ladder system, as this doesn’t over-penalise someone
for doing an exceptionally enterprising
task or for an achievement on a ‘non-contest day’ – in these circumstances, anything other than my set task will be scored
as undeclared.
The intention is to set tasks that the majority can get round, allowing for the range
of experience and performance – I will not
set a formal task if it means a high proportion of landouts. on a good day, ‘a’ class
will be set 500k ‘B’ 300k if reasonably
straightforward.

task
week
July
19-26

payable to I. Smith). Email:
sidsmith188@msn.com
25 ash Grove, Upton St leonards,
Gloucester Gl4 8BH
I will also have the Club nimbus 3DT
available all week, so let me know if you
are interested in accompanying me from
the back seat!

A new-look
Giuseppe!

Alert over an
airspace grab

two tugs available
launching will be by winch or aerotow
and there should be two tugs available.
There will be no launch priority given to
Task Week entrants beyond that normally
covered by the Weekend Grid Rota.
a formally arranged crew is not essential – we all help each other and this has
worked very well in the past. If visiting,
there is on-site catering and accommodation (book through club office) and plenty
of room for caravan or camping (no fee),
but the club may require a weekly membership fee as exists at the time.
Please apply directly to me including
the following details: Pilot’s name(s),
glider type, glider registration, club (if
non-local), email address for correspondence, mobile number (for use during the
week), £15 entry fee (cheques made

By Jocelino Rodrigues,
BUGC member
In DECEMBER 2013, I participated in
the axe apollo Space academy after
learning of Buzz aldrin’s announcement
of the lynx Space academy competition
and reading about it in a newspaper..
I was one of the four – out of more than
87,000 applicants in the UK alone – that
qualified to go to Global Space Camp in
orlando, Florida, after making it through
the physical and psychological national
tests in london.
as a result of this, I spent a week in
naSa’s Kennedy Space Center, with 100
other cadets from more than 60 countries,
where I underwent astronaut training,
toured the Kennedy Center and had the
opportunity to listen to talks by naSa astronauts.
astronaut training involved experiencing 3G on the G-Force Centrifuge as well
as flying and piloting an SIaI Marchetti
SF-260 training fighter jet. During the
flight, we did formation flight, a loop, barrel rolls, a 10 second zero G manoeuvre, a
20 second 4.4 G turn and Cubans.
I also had to complete a military assault
course, in which I clocked a top-10 time
out of all the cadets, as well as design and
build a model rocket with my team.
although I did not win the coveted
ticket, I was proud to be the youngest
cadet to have qualified for the Global
Space Camp and feel honoured to have
met Buzz aldrin and have such a unique
experience.

And for those of an
iron constitution...
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THE BGa says a company that makes a lot
of money flying very wealthy people in private airliners wants to make more money.
They are proposing a staggeringly huge
piece of controlled airspace that swallows
a large chunk of free airspace in S England. You can leave feedback at
www.consultation.tagfarnborough.com/
Hand-held radios in flight. The Caa has
approved the use of 8.33 kHz channelspaced handheld radios in flight in annex
II aircraft. Radios must conform to existing European standards for non-airborne
operation and the approval is for use outside Class a, B, and C airspace. Full details can be found on the aircraft
equipment page of the Caa website at
www.caa.co.uk/default.aspx?catid=220&p
agetype=90

By Gordon Davis (G-FMKa)
lIKE many other aircraft or syndicate aircraft owners who become attached to their
chosen aircraft I am no different. I
have had my Super Dimona Kilo
alpha now for 61/2 years and have
had many happy flights and hours
with this aircraft. What I don’t understand is why there are only 10
or 11 Diamond Super Dimonas in
this country when over 1,200 have
been built.
What has surprised me on a test flight
in Enstone’s one is that this type of aircraft
is extremely easy to fly and is extremely
comfortable. She has weathered three
years outside at Kemble very well before
the committee allowed me to base my aircraft here – for which I am thankful for
and one of the reasons why I wanted to put
something back by taking three cadets last
year to Duxford, midway through their
gliding training.
I hoped this would spur on their enthusiasm on as everyone knows that in training there is a lot of waiting around on the
ground.
Hard work as not only the flight prep to
do, (notams/weather at 7am, briefing P2
just after 10) but the flying, walking
around at Duxford and the flight back
which led to a very tired PI after two days

and.four huge hangars to get round.
Will and Dan were lucky enough to go
to Duxford for the Flying legends display
so they experienced their first fly-in of

utes. Why? I asked. “Well it’s barrel
shaped and it has to be a sort of weapon as
it’s in the american Museum.” Still not
sure if the others told him that it was part
of Saddam Hussein’s ‘supergun’.
The museums there are absolutely
fantastic and I can only suggest to
everyone to go and visit sometime,
as they have so many aircraft of
WWII and aircraft as diverse as the
Stealth bomber in the american Museum, which is dedicated to american pilots during the wars and up to
present day. Extremely humbling.
Which brings me back to my Super Dimona. This aircraft is an underrated aircraft and, if kitted out with reliable
avionics to reduce cockpit loads, this increases the operation range of the aircraft
and most importantly that of the pilot. The
longest I have flown in a day is from
nympsfield to Millau airfield (Top Gear
bridge – ask Martin G he knows if you
don’t, but don’t ask him about the weight
of the French Pooleys). leaving nympsfield at 8am but could not start to cross the
Channel until 11am.
Cleared Customs at le Touquet and
took off immediately next stop to nevers
for fuel, landing at Millau at 19.45 in the
evening. This trip was the first leg of my

Fun with the
Fourniers
their flying career – which is unique.
Flying over 100 miles then experience
the thrills of seeing nothing but WW11 aircraft chasing each other around the skies
over a WWII base – a couple of
Messersmidt 109s being chased by several
Spitfires and Hurricanes.
The most poignant moment of the afternoon I felt was the display of a B17 with
smoke streaming from one of its engines
– simulating the hardships that the crews
hard to endure for our liberty today. Then
the flight back.
The Flying legends were on for only
two days so I flew Dorian to Duxford a
couple of weeks later.
Interestingly I asked all three what the
expensive piece of stainless steel pipe was,
the same question – and only Dorian came
up with some sort of gun after five min-
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Continued on page 11

Kilo alpha: From page 10
12-day jaunt with the continental
Fourniers to Morocco with me being the
only Brit.
These trips are the reason why I did my
PPl in 1999 but had to wait almost seven
years for the right aircraft to come along.
Dave Bland in 2007 suggested that I tag
along with a Fournier group going to Gap
Tallard to honour Rene Fournier, the aircraft designer and builder who is now in
his 90s. That’s how my trips abroad
started.
These trips are what touring aircraft are
made for and now I have had several forays across the la Manche.
a favourite trip
I have had a couple of trips abroad with
Mike Miller, an ex Shackleton captain,
and he and his wife fly an RF5 out of
Ringmer.
one of my favourite trips is to Cremona
in north Italy, where we saw a couple of
Stadivarii (two old violins) which are extremely expensive and we were treated to
a three-piece recital.
Cultural lot the continental Fournier pilots – they want to go somewhere and do
something wow, not just have a booze-up
as most UK Fournier pilots do. I lost count

of how many beers
and wine bottles
we drank but we
saw places.
The same happened on the Moroccan trip – quick
dash through Spain
then to Fez for two
nights – which
turned into three as
one Fournier had a
duff battery, then
to Marrakesh –
three weeks after
the bombing of a
café in 2011
Check your aircraft: an RF4 left in the open for two days
So I hope people can see that with the right attitude a lot the next day -– amazing.
Is this what the Fournier pilots mean
of fun can be had in a 1970s wooden aircraft (Fournier) The group consisted of 13 that their aircraft is a living and breathing
aircraft- RF 4D, RF5, RF9, RF10, a Grob over plastic aircraft? I agreed that they
109B and my Super Dimona. The group must do as I know a couple of Fournier pibeing led by a very polite Frenchman lots take their aircraft south to dry them
out during the summer.
called Michel le Blanc in his RF9.
Spring is upon us so please take heed of
your flight checks if you leave your aircraft overnight as the photo above is of a
RF4 left out in the open at Fez for two
THE Women’s Development Group has a
days in May shows.
The Swiss pilot moved it a hundred or new website. It is at
so feet and the bird had half rebuilt it by http://www.womenglide.co.uk

Womenglide online

aviation
insurance
services ltd

The natural choice
01765 690777
hillaviation@btconnect.com
www.hillaviation.com
Unit 1a, Sycamore Business Park,
Copt Hewick, Ripon, HG4 5DF

AA rated security
Competitive premiums
No hull excess to pay
Protected no claims discount
Established reputation and experience
Specialist insurance supporting our sport
Security Ratings from Standard & Poor’s

Authorised and regulated by the The Financial Conduct Authority
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Specialist Sailplane
& Sport Aircraft
Repair and
Maintenance Centre

We also manufacture bespoke aircraft
performance improving lightweight carbon
aerodynamic components Visit our Website: (new address)

www.targettaviation.com
or Phone: 01453 860861 / Mobile: 07850 769060

